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Introduction
Building an accurate model is dependent on the data available to describe the system being modelled.
While records and surveys provide extensive knowledge of pipe networks and impermeable areas, very
little information is available to describe the indirect passage of rainwater into sewers from ground
water flows. This absence of data requires that, if an indirect rainfall response is observed in flow
survey data, these slow response flows are represented by calibration of the model for the period
recorded in the flow survey.
InfoWorks CS provides a widely used tool for the calibration of slow response flows, the Ground
Infiltration Module (GIM). This paper investigates the impact of flows represented using the GIM in
determining outputs from models.
There is currently a diversity of approaches in application of the GIM, within the U.K. water industry,
and often between individual modellers. This paper will explore the scope for standardisation, and
whether this could improve model quality.
Slow response flows observed in survey data may not all result from true ground infiltration, their
origin cannot be identified from the recession curve alone. Possible other sources include deliberate
land drainage, waterways directed into sewer systems, attenuation tanks and SUDS techniques.
Without detailed survey these sources cannot be excluded from flows modelled with the GIM.
Conversely, seasonal and “dry weather” baseflow is not typically modelled using the GIM, there are
flows from ground infiltration not represented by the GIM. Hence the analysis in this paper does not
aim to attribute costs resulting from true ground infiltration.
For analysis of current use of the GIM, 11 audited models where the GIM is invoked were collected to
explore the range of parameters selected. These models were run with different rainfall scenarios to
assess the impact of the GIM. Results from models with the highest impact from the GIM are
presented.

Impacts of the GIM
In order to highlight the importance of correct modeling of slow response flows audited models from
seven locations, selected for their use of the GIM were collected. These models were run with and
without flows from the GIM activated. An artificial nine week Time Series Rainfall (TSR), was created
using periods from typical year Stormpac rainfall. This consisted of three weeks with average rainfall,
the wettest three weeks, followed by the driest three weeks. (Figure 15, appendix) This was used to
approximate impacts in a typical year with reduced simulation times. In addition the models were run
with 30yr design storms, in order to assess the influence of the GIM in determining scheme designs.
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Figure 1 illustrates results
from a rural catchment,
where half of the maximum
flood volume is controlled by
the GIM. The implication is
that half of the capacity of a
storage scheme designed for
this
model
would
be
dependent on the accuracy of
the prediction of flows from
the GIM.

These comparisons show
models where the GIM represents large proportions of storm flow. It is therefore important to gain an
understanding of what level of confidence can be attributed to these flows, and to investigate possible
sources of error.

2.2. CSO Spills: 9 week TSR

Figure 2: CSO spill volume controlled by the GIM: 4 catchments

Figure 2 (above) illustrates CSO spills above 50m3 and the reduction in these spills when the GIM
contribution is removed from the models. This shows that modelled slow response can be a dominant
driver of water quality issues.

Assessment of design events
When using the GIM to calibrate flows from a short term flow survey, more than one set of parameters
may produce a model with a good fit with the observed data. In order to explore this a verified model,
at 10% Initial Soils Saturation (ISS) and Percolation Threshold (PT), was recalibrated at 50% PT and
ISS, resulting in a higher water level in the soil store.
Increased evaporation applied with the higher soil store level required the GIM to be applied to a
larger area. With this modification the model provided an equal fit to the observed flow survey data,
generating a similar level of verification, with both versions conforming to WaPUG tolerances (Figure
3).
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Figure
3:
Verification
of
flow survey with
10% or 50% ISS
and PT

This
however
presented
a
significant
increase
in
predicted flood
volumes
as
detailed
in
Figure 4.

Figure 4: Area required (to
scale) for GIM with 10% and
50% PT and ISS, 30yr design
storms

The 113% increase in predicted
flood volumes between these
models demonstrates a major
flaw in the GIM as a
calibration tool. To increase
confidence and consistency in
outputs from this model it is
necessary
to
devise
a
standardised
methodology
which can be verified against
long term data.

Approaches to Standardisation
4.1.

Calibration factors in the GIM

Of the 12 calibration factors available, shown in

Table 2, appendix, this paper considers the three most widely altered for calibration, the soil store
calibration coefficients. The other nine coefficients are varied less frequently and are not discussed
here.
A sample of 11 models collected for this study identified 113 named Ground Infiltration Profiles, each
with unique combinations of Percolation Coefficient (PC), Percolation Percentage Infiltrating (PPI)
and Percolation Threshold (PT). The spread of values for these calibration factors are shown in Figure
16 (appendix).
One approach suggested for standardisation is to adopt a limited number of profiles covering the
required range for these coefficients. To investigate the practicality of calibration to standard
verification criteria using a small number of profiles, three possible values were chosen for each factor,
giving 27 profiles(.Table 2 ,appendix).
A dummy InfoWorks model was created containing the 27 test profiles, and run with a sample
WaPUG compliant storm. The variations caused by each factor are illustrated below.

4.1.1. Percolation Coefficient (PC)
“A time coefficient, determined by calibration from existing data” (Innovyze, 2012)
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Figure
5:PT=12,
PPI =50, Variation
of
Percolation
Coefficient

Figure 5 illustrates
the variation in
response covered
by three settings
for
PC.
Comparison
to
impermeable
runoff of equal
volume shows that
the values selected
do not run into a
comparable range, and marked differences in peaks and recession curves suggest that many
intermediate values would be of use in calibration.

4.1.2. Initial Soil Saturation (ISS) and Percolation Threshold (PT)
Defines the starting condition and percentage soil saturation at which the soil store contributes
inflows to the network.
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Figure 6: PC =0.8, PPI =50% ,
variation of Percolation Threshold,
Initial Soil Saturation =10%
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Three values for PT-ISS, within the
range of the data shown in Figure 16
(appendix) give significantly different
flows for an early peak, but match
once the soils store is saturated.
Effects of PT-ISS for longer periods
are discussed in section 4.2.2.

4.1.3. Percolation Percentage Infiltrating (PPI)
“The percentage of percolation flow that infiltrates directly into the drainage network”
(Innovyze, 2012)
Figure 7: PT =12, PC =0.8, Variation
of Percolation Percentage
Infiltrating

Flows
from
the
GIM
are
proportional to the PPI. Where a
large proportion of flow are
generated from the GIM three
values cannot match flows to
WaPUG tolerances.

4.1.4. Summary of standard
profile sets
Given the limitations illustrated
when limiting a range to 27 profiles
it seems apparent that a standard
range of ground infiltration profiles
with the current approach would
have to be very extensive. Given the
large range of values required it is considered that this would not provide a benefit relative to a free
choice of profiles.
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4.2. Adaptations to methodology
4.2.1. Contributing area
Figure 8 illustrates the potential for complexity in groundwater flow. Combinations of permeable and
impermeable layers in soil mean that flow paths are unknown, and multiple flow paths may transport
rainfall to a pipe from varying areas and over a range of timescales. For the purposes of modelling the
extent of knowledge for any contributing area is generally limited to the knowledge that flow is driven
by gravity, hence any contributing area must be above the level of the system it feeds. Given this lack
of knowledge it is difficult to justify effort in painstakingly digitising permeable area by subcatchment,
but then matching slow response flows by altering the Percolation Percentage Infiltrating. An
alternative approach would be to fix the PPI at the maximum allowable (99%) and to apply the GIM
only to dummy subcatchments, calibrating the area of these to match observed flows.
Figure 8: Groundwater flow (USGS, 2014)

4.2.2. Percolation Threshold (PT)
For calibration of individual events PTInitial Soil Saturation (ISS) has been used to
delay contributions from the soil store. This
approach is not considered reliable for
continuous simulation as it does not
replicate the moisture deficit generated in
the system by evaporation.
In a continuous simulation when the soil
store drops below the PT, the level is
controlled through evaporation losses and
rainfall.
If PT and ISS are set at minimum 0.01%,
evaporation will only be applied while the
GIM is generating runoff. Increasing the PT
allows a higher rate of evaporation relative to runoff. As the evaporation applied by the GIM is in
linear proportion to the soil store level, levels drop below the PT faster when Soil Store level is higher.
This allows an increase in the level of moisture deficit between rainfall periods.
In continuous simulation the level in the soil store is not dependant on ISS, but determined by
conditions in the model. These will eventually converge regardless of starting parameters, as shown in
Figure 9.
However for this convergence to be reached it is necessary to run an extended period of rainfall
preceding the selected verification period. Figure 9 shows soil store depth converging after 5 months,
but the time period required for convergence will vary according to the parameters used.
Figure 9: Soil Store Depth
over 1 year, PT=50,ISS 0
or 50, 1m soil depth

Because the soil store can
operate over such long
time scales, losses from
evaporation cannot be
assessed using individual
events.
It is proposed that when
setting
up
ground
infiltration for verification
events, storage is removed
from the soil store, by
setting ISS and PT to the
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minimum of 0.01%. This gives an instant rainfall response from the GIM, and allows the observed
regression curve to be matched using the Percolation Coefficient.
Without altering the PT some events with dry proceeding conditions may be over predicted relative to
events where the ground is wetter. Once the event with the greatest slow response is calibrated as an
individual event, a full period simulation is run.
Figure 9 shows that using sufficient rainfall prior to the flow survey allows soil store depth to converge
regardless of initial soil saturation. This will ensure starting conditions are consistent with the GIM
evaporation model, and removes the need to calibrate Initial Soil Saturation. The PT is then increased,
for example in steps of 10%, until sufficient losses from the soil store are introduced for drier events. It
may be necessary to increase area in the GIM to account for the contribution lost through evaporation.
(Figure 10 to Figure 13). This method provides a best fit for evaporation losses within the InfoWorks
model.
Figure 10: Major wet
verification
event
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PT and ISS
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Figure 12: When PT
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4.3. Benefits of Approach
The InfoWorks GIM is inherently conservative when pipes are in surcharge, as the head of water
within the pipe does not reduce contribution from the soil store (see section 5.3). To avoid excessive
over prediction for design events it is therefore reasonable to minimise design flows from the GIM. By
minimising evaporation and ground infiltration area the method proposed gives an economical
solution within this conservative model.
Percolation Percentage Infiltrating (4.2.1) is removed as a calibration factor, as is difference between
Initial Soil Saturation and Percolation Threshold to match individual events (4.2.2). This will reduce
numbers of Ground Infiltration Profiles required. It is anticipated that the simplified approach to
assigning area will also expedite calibration of the GIM.

Future Improvements
Improvements in modelling slow response can be split broadly into two areas: identifying
opportunities for better data collection and developing models which more accurately represent
reality. Improved data is only useful if it can be processed by a model, and better models will be of
limited use if they are not fed with reliable data.

5.1.

Evaporation and Losses

Currently the GIM applies evaporation to the soil store according to percentage saturation, with linear
interpolation between full evaporation applied at 100% to no evaporation applied when the store is
empty. Evaporation data can be imported from MORECS data supplied by the Met office. This
simplistic model is unlikely to give a consistent replication of observed conditions.
The MORECS model currently used for evaporation has known weaknesses. An alternative model,
MOSES PDM, is being considered as a replacement. Water held in the MORECS model is determined
by a concept of field capacity, an approximation which cannot represent the wettest conditions in clay
soils. Soil moisture content in MOSES has a more complete range.
MORECS only allows drainage from the system when there is no moisture deficit. MOSES has a four
layer soil model and represents flows between the layers and out of this system.
MORECS does not model heat of the soil, using a pre-determined constant for each day. By modelling
heat flux in soil MOSES improves calculations for evaporation.
MORECS data is provided for 40km grid squares. As evaporation is highly dependent on land use this
limits the value of the output for building a detailed model. MOSES works on 5km grid squares, but
includes a smaller range of land use options than MORECS.
Comparison of these models against historical data suggest that MOSES provides a better
representation of conditions than MORECS. In most conditions MORECS over predicts Actual
Evaporation (AE) values, while in very dry conditions AE is under predicted. Evaporation Potential
(EP) is over and under predicted in different seasons. (EA and Met Office, 2003)

5.2. Seasonal Baseflow
Figure 14: Streamflow hydrograph comparing river
(Q, top hydrograph) and sewer baseflow (Qw, bottom
hydrograph) (Wittenberg & Aksoy, 2010)

Current models typically separate “dry weather”
baseflow from rainfall response, using a constant rate
for verification of short term flow surveys. There is an
awareness that this baseflow reduces over long
periods of dry weather, but no effective tool to model
this variation. A potential source of data for baseflow
in pipes is river level data, with a German study
showing a strong correlation between seasonal
baseflow in rivers and sewers. (Figure 14)
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5.3. Groundwater/ Sewer interaction
Data on groundwater has “overwhelming relevance” for prediction of ground infiltration (Fraz &
Krebs, 2006). However it is also self-evident that flow into the sewer must be modelled correctly. This
link between groundwater and sewer models is described in the MOUSE with MIKE SHE combined
model with Equation 1:

Equation 1: Flow into sewers

This makes the important improvement over the GIM model of calculating the head difference
between flow in the pipe and groundwater head, allowing exfiltration from a sewer when surcharge is
greater than groundwater head. This head difference is then applied according to the area and
leakiness of the sewer. A similar equation is used to describe infiltration from outside the modelled
network. (Gustafsson, 2000).

5.4. Integrated Catchment Models
The complexity of groundwater flow means that it is unlikely that a 1D sewer model will provide a
model with good confidence for predicted flows outside of the calibrated range. Where high levels of
ground infiltration are identified as driving investment it may be necessary to build a groundwater
model to integrate with the urban drainage model.
An integrated model has the potential to represent a much wider range of physical processes
governing ground infiltration, and to incorporate a greater range of data.
Various software packages are available with alternative approaches, including probabilistic models in
the InfoWorks ICM and MIKE SHE integrated with MOUSE.

Conclusions
The InfoWorks GIM provides a useful tool to represent slow response flows within the InfoWorks CS
modelling package.
There is not currently an industry standard for applying the GIM. In this paper it is suggested that
fixing a standard set of profiles reduces the potential to adequately match flows. A standard set of
profiles is also insufficient to promote a consistent methodology.
A methodology for consistent application of the GIM is proposed. This is currently an outline
approach, which would require refinement and testing before widespread adoption.
There could be several benefits to adopting a standardised approach: it would aid understanding of
models passed between different agencies, allow a proper assessment of accuracy by validating short
term models where long term flow survey data is available and facilitate uptake of future research
developments. For this to be implemented would require a multi-agency working group. If different
methodologies are proposed these should be trialed to establish if there is one approach which gives
the best prediction of events outside of the calibration time frame.
While there is scope for improvement using the GIM there are intrinsic limitations to this approach.
The models for evaporation, soil storage and flow into pipes are all relatively simplistic. It would be
possible to provide a model which better describes the physical world, and a range of more
sophisticated models already exist. However unless more data is utilised to model groundwater and its
interaction with a drainage network, it will remain necessary to calibrate slow response flows where
observed. Whether this can provide adequate prediction for design events in areas of high infiltration
requires further study.
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Figure 15: 9
week TSR
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Table 1: GIM calibration factors (Innovyze, 2012)

Field Name

Purpose

Percolation Coefficient

Soil Store calibration

Percolation Threshold
Percolation Percentage Infiltrating
Infiltration Threshold Type
Infiltration Threshold Level (m)
Baseflow Threshold Level (m)

Ground Store Calibration

Baseflow Coefficient
Infiltration Coefficient
Baseflow Threshold Type
Soil Depth (m)

Physical Estimates, generally fixed

Porosity of Ground
Porosity of Soil

100%

4.5

7.5

9.9

Figure 16: Ranges of
values for calibration
factors
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